Volunteer COVID-19 Policies and Procedures

We take the health and safety of our staff, students, and volunteers seriously! Since some young people are not able to get vaccines, we will require everyone to wear a mask during our programs and be vaccinated. If you have concerns, please don’t hesitate to reach out to Hannah Rose. Please note that this is a living document and may change as we get new information.

Here’s what we ask from you:

● If you are participating in in-person programs, we are asking that you are vaccinated.

● If you or someone in your household isn’t feeling well, please stay home!

● Anyone who enters a school building or our writing center during a program must wear a mask.

● If you have come into contact with someone who has COVID-19 (vaccinated or not), please skip two weeks of programs and let us know.

Here’s what our employees will do:

● Ensure all of our staff have been vaccinated. We will also be wearing masks.

● Never come to work sick.

● Provide masks and hand sanitizer.

● Disinfect all surfaces, tables, and chairs before and after each program.

● Spread students and volunteers out as much as possible.

● Hold programs outside whenever possible.